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The Banker’s Problem with Precedences 
GEORGE GEORGAKOPOULOS AND DIMITRIS KAVADIAS 
Narional Technical University qf Athens. Athens, Greece 
Several interesting generalizations of the Banker’s problem, as a deadlock 
avoidance problem, are examined. We first allow each task to return after its execu- 
tion, more resource units than it requires or vice versa. We allow precedences 
between the tasks which partially detine the order of execution, and tinally we allow 
resources of more than one kind. We prove that the problem becomes NP-complete 
in the two latter cases and we present two interesting subcases (among them the 
subcase where the precedences have a “forest” structure), where it can be solved in 
polynomial time. si;l 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The possibility of deadlocks poses a major problem in multi-user 
resource constrained environments. A usual modeling scheme considers a 
number of processes, each requiring a maximum predeclared amount of 
resource (from one or many kinds of resources) (Habermann, 1969), and 
the problem is posed in one of three ways: either to discover deadlocks 
states (and recover from them) or to prevent them (by applying a policy 
that creates no deadlocks) or to avoid them (by applying a nonexpedient 
policy, i.e., by postponing the satisfaction of a demand even if there are 
enough resources available but the state is judged as “unsafe”). (This 
classification is discussed in Coffman, 197 1. See Isloor and Marsland, 1980, 
for an overview. In this paper we consider the “banker’s” model for 
deadlock avoidance which was introduced by Dijkstra 1965 (where it was 
called the “banker’s problem problem” by Coffman and Denning, 1973) 
and has since been studied extensively (Habermann, 1969; Holt, 1971). In 
this problem an agent (the “banker”) must satisfy the needs of the users 
(the “clients”) from a limited resource budget. Each client submits requests 
for certain amounts of resource to the banker and the banker may satisfy 
or postpone each demand. If the demand is satisfied, the client keeps the 
amount of resource given to him/her until the end of his execution. The 
total amount of the resource that will be requested by each user is known 
to the banker. The following situation illustrates a case of a deadlock state: 
The banker has a budget of 4, client 1 has received 5 units and will even- 
tually request a total of 10. Client 2 has requested 3 units, and will even- 
tually request a total of 6. Client 1 requests two additional units. If the 
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banker honors the request, then there is no way for any of the clients to 
finish executing (deadlock). If the banker waits for client 2 to request the 
remaining 3 units and return all of them, then the client 1 can finish as 
well. Dijkstra’s algorithm solves this problem by the following avoidance 
strategy: when the banker receives a request from a client he checks 
whether exists a sequence o the remaining requests which can be satisfied 
with the budget that will be left after the satisfaction of the current request 
of his client. If there exists such a sequence, then he honors the request 
else he postpones it, thus avoiding a possible deadlock. In fact this 
strategy solves the problem even in the case of multiple kinds of resources 
(“currencies”). 
The natural generalization of the banker’s problem that we study in this 
paper is the following: We consider each request to be a separate task of 
the form (c, b), where c, b are non-negative integers (so, in fact, a client’s 
job is an ordered chain of tasks). First, we allow constraints among tasks 
of different jobs. In this way we allow the tasks to interact not only 
implicitly (using the same resources) but also explicitly (through 
precedence constraints among them). Explicit interaction occurs naturally 
when one composite task is analyzed in sub-tasks or when one task 
generates other sub-tasks. Second, we allow each task (c, b) to request an 
amount c of resource for its execution and to return another amount 6: For 
example, (5, 3) is a task which needs 5 units to be executed and returns 3 
(this may model a situation where 5 pages of storage are needed and 2 
pages of results are left by the execution of the task). A task (2, 5) is also 
possible (this may model a situation where 2 pages of storage are needed 
and 3 more of old results are freed by the execution of the task). Thus an 
instance of our problem is characterized by a set of tasks and a partial 
order defined on them. In our framework the classical banker’s problem 
consists of chains of tasks, and within each chain the tasks are of the form 
(a,, 0), . . . . (a,, 0), (0, a, + . . . + a,). We wish to determine whether a given 
system of tasks can be processed, by avoiding deadlock states within an 
initial budget respecting the constraints among the tasks. Dijkstra’s algo- 
rithm cannot handle this generalized problem correctly. For example, in 
the following situation the (10,O) request would be honored: 
T,: (10,O) - c&O) - 6412) 
/ 
T,: (8,0)- (0,8) 
If the banker has 12 units of resource and honors the request (10,O) of T,, 
he is driven into deadlock because he cannot honor T,, which in turn 
cannot let T, to be completed. 
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We prove that, with arbitrary precedence constraints, the problem with 
our generalizations is NP-complete, but in contrast it can be solved in 
O(n log n) time when the precedences form a tree or more generally a 
“forest”. For the case of multiple resources we show that the problem is 
NP-complete even when we have only two types of resources and no 
precedences, but can be solved in polynomial time when all tasks are of the 
“same sign,” i.e., they request more resource than that they return or vice 
versa. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
According to the previous discussion of the problem let us define as a 
tusk an ordered pair (c, b), of non-negative integers c, b where c > 0, b 2 0. 
We shall call the first component of the pair, the cost of the task, and the 
second component the benefit of the task. We shall also call length of the 
task, and denote it by L((c, b)), the difference c-b. We define as 
task-system an ordered pair (T, + ), of a set T of tasks and a partial order 
+ defined on T. We assume that an agent, the banker, manages a task 
system which he must complete in the following sense: the banker initially 
has available a number R of resource units and may complete a task (c, b) 
iff the following two conditions hold: 
(a) All + predecessors of (c, h) have been executed. 
(b) R>c. 
If these conditions hold and the task is selected for execution, R becomes 
R - L((c, b)). These lead us to the following definitions: 
First, we call a task (c, b) as R-executable if R 2 c, i.e., if the available 
resource budget is greater than the cost of the task. 
Second, we define a binary operation on tasks in order to capture the 
meaning of successive completion of tasks. Notice that if the banker starts 
with R units of resource and completes, first, j, = (cl, 6, ) and, second, 
j, = (cl, b2 ), he is left with R - (c, - 6, ) - (c2 - b, ) units of resource. This 
may be written as 
R-((c,+c,-b,)-b,), if b, <czoras (1) 
R - (cl- (b, + b, - cd), if b, >c,. (2) 
In the (2) case we have c, 2 0 and (b, + b2 - c2 ) z 0; therefore these two 
numbers can be thought of as cost and benefit parts of one task. Similarly 
for the (1) case. So, the two tasks, completed successively may be thought 
as one task, namely ((c, +c,- b,), b,) in the first case and 
(c,, (b, + b2 - cz)) in the second case. 
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Let us, therefore define a binary operation on T which for each pair of 
tasks j, = (c,, h, ), j, = (c,, h? ) gives their equioalent task (j,, j, ) as 
((cI+c2--bl)>b2). if 6, cc,; 
(c,, (b,+b,-c,)), if b,Bc?. 
We can extend this definition inductively for the case of a sequence j, , . . . . j, 
of tasks: 
.i,, 
i 
for n=l; 
(.il 2 4, > = 0, J2 >, for n=2; 
(<jl, ...,.L--L Lj, >. for n>2. 
So if the banker starts with R units of resource and must complete tasks 
. 11, , j, he must essentially complete S, where S= (c,, 6,) = ( ji, . . . . j, ). In 
order to do so he must have at least C, units of resource and will be left 
with R - L(S) units after the completion as we shall see later. 
Third, we define as a feasible sequence for a task system (T, + ) a per- 
mutation p of the tasks j,, . . . . j, in T respecting -+ ; that is, for 1 <k, 1~ n, 
ifk<Zthenj,,,,-+j,,,,. It is obvious that we are interested only in complet- 
ing the tasks in a feasible sequence. 
Let us now summarize by completely stating the problem: 
Given an initial amount R 2 0 of resource units and a task system 
(T, + ) with n tasks, find a permutation p of the tasks in T such 
that p is feasible and (j,,, ,, . . . . jpcn, ) is R-executable. 
The above form of the problem is called the yes/no form. The optimiza- 
tion form asks for an optimal sequence p. A sequence p is called optimal if 
and only if it is feasible and there exists a integer R such that p is R 
executable while no feasible sequence exists which is (R - 1 )-executable. 
Given an algorithm for the optimization problem the banker can decide 
(on line, as in the classical definition of the problem), whether Jo satisfy a 
request by determining an optimal sequence for the rest of the tasks and 
comparing the required to the available resource. In the next section we 
examine the problem when only one kind of resource is involved. 
3. THE ONE RESOURCE BANKER'S PROBLEM WITH PRECEDENCES 
Let us suppose that we have R = 112 and two tasks j, = (100, 10) and 
j, = (20, 5). Which one should we complete first? The naive approach “do 
first the task with the least cost” fails. Computing the equivalent tasks we 
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get: (j,,j,)=(110,5) and (j,,j,)=(ll$ lo), so the job with the 
greatest benefit must be executed first. But the opposite holds if the two 
tasks have benefit parts greater than cost parts. In this case the job with 
the least cost must be executed first as the following example shows: 
R = 25, j, = (20, loo), j, = (30, 1000). These give us (j,, j, ) = (20, 1070) 
(j,, j, ) = (30, 1080) so one must do first j, even though j, has a benefit of 
900 units more than the benefit of j,. Let us call a job j = (c, b) of the first 
kind (c 3 6) positive and of the second kind (c < b) negative. We now define 
the following order < between two tasks j, = (c,, b, ) and j2 = (c?, bz): 
if c,<b, and c,<b, then j,< jz iff c, cc?; 
if c, <b, and c2 > bz then j, < j2 always; 
ifc,>b,andc,bb,thenj,<j,iffb,>b,. 
The above definition informally states that in < a negative task always 
precedes a positive, between two negative tasks the one with the smallest 
cost precedes the other and between two positive tasks the one with the 
greatest benefit precedes the other. It does not, however, clarify the order 
of the tasks in two cases: when two negative tasks have the same cost and 
when two positive have the same benefit parts. As it will become apparent 
soon, the order of execution between such tasks is immaterial. It simplifies, 
however, matters if we extend the definition of < by the two obvious 
statements: 
if j, and j, are negative and ci = cz then j, <j2 iff b, > bz; 
if j, and j, are positive and 6, = b, then j, <j, iff c, < c2. 
With the above extension, < becomes a total order. 
LEMMA 1. Let S be the task ( jl, . . . . j,). Then L(S) is the sum of the 
lengths of the tasks in S, therefore independent of the order of the tusks in S. 
Proof. An easy induction based on the definition of (j,, jz ). 
LEMMA 2. The operation (j,, j, > is associative; that is, for all tasks 
il,.i2,j3 wle have ((j,,.h),j~)= (jl, (j2,j3)). 
Proof. The proof consists of a straightforward examination of the 
possible ways j, ,j2, jj can combine in ( (j, , j, ), j, ). We shall check here 
only one of them: Let b, < c2 and 6, < c3. Then (( ji, j, ), j, ) equals 
(ci + c2 + c3 - 6, -b,, b3). Calculating ( j2, j, ) we get (cz: + c3 - b,, b, ). 
Now we must compare b, and c2 + c3 - b2. Simply by adding b, < c2 and 
b,<c, we get b, <c,+c,-b2 so (j,,(j,,j,)) is also equal to 
(cl +c,+c,-b, -b2, b,). 
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The following lemma simply states that a sequence of tasks is executable 
if and only if any initial part of it is executable with the initial budget and 
the rest is executable with the rest of the budget: 
LEMMA 3. Let S he (j,, . . . . ,jk, j,, ,, . . . . j, ). Denote by I. the initial part 
0 , , . . . . j, ) and by F the final part (j, + , , . . . . j, ). Then S is R-executable if 
and only tf I is R-executable and F is R - L(I) executable. 
Proof Case I. b,< cF. In this case S = (c, + cF -b,, cf ). If S is 
R-executable then R > cI + cF - b, and so R - L(Z) > cF and therefore F is 
R - L(Z)-executable. For the opposite direction from R - L(Z) > cF we get 
R>c,+c,-b,. 
Case 2. b,3 cF. In this case S = (c,, 6, + b,- c,). If S is R-executable 
then R > c,. Adding thi inequality with b,3 cF we get R + b,> et+ cF or 
R-L(Z)> cF so F is R-L(Z) executable. For the opposite direction we 
have R > c, and we are done. 
The following lemma reveals the usefulness of the < ordering on tasks. 
It states formally the fact that if two consecutive tasks are in < order and 
they can be interchanged, the resulting new pair is “better” in the sense that 
it will be executable with at most the same amount of resource as the 
previous one. 
LEMMA 4. If (j,, jz ) is R-executable but j, <j, then ( jz, j, ) is also 
R-executable. 
Proof The proof is again a straightforward case study the three cases 
determined by the possible signs of j, and j,. For example when 
j,=(c,,b2) is negative (c,<b,) and j,=(cl, 6,) is positive (c,>b,) we 
have 
(jl,j2 > = <Cc,, b, ), (c2, b2)) = Ilf: ~b:~bff’, )) 
if 6, cc, (1); 
2 5 if 6, bc, (2). 
Similarly 
(j2,j,>=((c2,b2),(clrbl))= 
((~2 + cl-62 )y b, 1, if b,<c, (3); 
(C2,(b2+b,-c,)), if bZBcl (4). 
Now if subcase (1) holds, the cost part of (j, , j, ) is at least c2 which is 
exactly the cost part of ( jz,j, ) is subcase (4). Alternatively, the cost part 
of (j,, j, ) is greater than c1 while the cost part of Q2, j, ) is less than c1 
in subcase (3). If subcase (2) holds then c, 9 b, 3 c2 and we are done again. 
The other cases are similar. 
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We can now combine all these into a very useful theorem which provides 
us with our main tool: a way of locally improving a sequence of tasks. A 
sequence S= (ji, . . . . jk,jkfl,jn) may be writen as ((jl,...rjk-l), 
CikTjk+ I 
“better” s?&?~:~ 
, . . . . j, ) ). We can still interchange jk, j, + i to obtain a 
THEOREM 1. If S=(j ,,..., jkpl,jk,jk+l,jk+2 ,..., j,) is R-executable 
and j,, , <j, then the sequence S’ = (j, , . . . . j,- , , j,, , , j,, . . . . j, ) is also 
R-executable. 
Proof: Denote (j,, . . ..jkpl > by 4 Cik,jk+, > by M and Cik+2,...,jn) 
by F. Now, A4 is R - L(Z) executable. After interchanging j, and j,, i, 
M’= Cik+lrjk) is still R - L(Z) executable (by Lemma 4) and its length 
L(M) is again L(M). By Lemma 3 (Z,M’) is R-executable and since 
L( (I, M’)) = L( (Z, M)), F is R - L( (I, M’)) executable and again by 
Lemma 3 the whole sequence (Z, M’, F) is R-executable. 
We therefore have found a way of locally optimizing a sequence of tasks, 
i.e., transforming it into a new one satisfiable with the same or possibly less 
R: Choose any sequence of tasks of (T, --, ) and order it according to < 
(wherever + permits). 
COROLLARY. Given a task system with no precedences an optimal 
sequence is given by ordering the tasks according to < 
Proof: Just apply the well-known bubble-sort algorithm on T with 
respect to < starting from an initially optimal sequence. Then each inter- 
change will preserve optimality proving that the final sequence will also be 
optimal (of course, bubble-sort is needed only for the proof). 
If i is not empty but it is an in-tree (i.e., a tree where every node has 
out degree one) then one can still reach an optimal sequence. Take J, in 
T to be a maximal task with respect to <. Then J,. can, by successive 
interchanges in any given sequence, reach its unique successor in +. 
Therefore one can consider these two tasks as one (associativity permits us 
to do so). These facts suggest the following algorithm: 
ALGORITHM 1. Given a task system (T, -+ ) where -+ is an in-tree: 
Step 1. If T has only one task J, then output J and stop. 
Step 2. Find a maximal task J, w.r.t. < in T. 
Step 3. If J,. has a successor J, then: 
Step 3.1. Replace J by ( J,, J). 
Step 3.2. Make all predecessors of J,. in + , predecessors of J. 
Step 3.3. Delete J,. and go to Step 1. 
Step 4. If J, does not have a successor, output J,, and go to Step 1. 
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THEOREM 3. Algorithm 1 outputs an optimal (possibly composite) 
sequence in reverse order. 
Proof: Consider any optimal sequence S. Since the task J, selected at 
step 2 is maximal, it can be interchanged with any task immediately follow- 
ing it in S. If J,, has a successor J then it can be brought just before J, in 
a new optimal sequence. Combining J, and J we get a task-system with 
fewer tasks and we can proceed inductively. If J,, has no successor then it 
can be last in the transformed sequence S which remains optimal. But 
Algorithm 1 outputs J, so we are done. 
It is not difficult to see that implementing this algorithm using lists to 
represent the (composite) tasks, an efficient priority queue structure for 
selecting J,,. at each step, and an efficient Union-Find data structure for 
updating the tree -+ , we can obtain a running time O(n log n). The case 
where + is an out-tree (i.e., a tree with in-degree 1) is handled similarly. 
We only need to modify algorithm 1 at the following points: At Step 2 the 
“maximal” must be replaced by “minimal,” at Step 3.1, ( J,, J) by 
(J, J,. ) and the word “successor” by “predecessor.” That is, instead of 
moving a maximal task toward its unique successor J, we move a minimal 
task toward its unique predecessor J with which it combines. We therefore 
see that Algorithm 1 outputs (possibly composite) tasks which are sorted 
according to <. 
We are now ready to deal with the case of + being a “forest” (a collec- 
tion of in and/or out trees). Let j, and j, be two tasks of the same tree and 
J a subsequence consisting of tasks belonging to other trees. Let also S be 
a feasible sequence (I, j, , J, j, ) of the forest, where I and F are the initial 
and final parts of S. Now if j, is a maximal task of its tree then j, can reach 
j, since if j, 4 J by j, <jr we have j, i J and j, may skip J. Similarly if 
J<j,, j, may skip J. It is therefore clear that we may apply algorithm 1 to 
the tree of,j, and j, ignoring intervening tasks belonging to other trees. The 
sorted composite tasks will be te same. As a result the algorithm for the 
forest case is merely an application of algorithm 1 for each individual tree 
and a sorting of the prodused composite tasks according to < . 
In the general case, where + is an arbitrary directed acyclic graph we 
can still move maximal tasks toward the end of any sequence but in this 
case a task has many successors. With which one should it combine? This 
ambiguity has a fatal consequence on the complexity of the problem since 
it renders it NP-complete (strongly). We end this section with a proof of 
this statement: 
THEOREM 4. The one resource banker’ problem with arbitrary preceden- 
ces is NP-complete. 
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Proof: Membership in NP is trivial. The reduction is for the CLIQUE 
problem (Garey and Johnson, 1979). Let us be given an instance of 
CLIQUE, i.e., a graph G = (V, E) and a number k, which we assume to be 
greater than one and less than the number of nodes V. We are asked 
whether G contains a clique of size k or more. We construct the following 
instance of the banker’s problem: 
We make T=vueu {g}, where 
(a) v is a set of 1 VI tasks of the form (B, B - 1). 
(b) e is a set of /El tasks of the form (0, N). 
(c) g is the task (B, 0). 
The precedences are defined as follows: We choose for each node in V a 
corresponding task in v and for each edge in E a corresponding task in e. 
We make a task in v, corresponding to a node n in V, predecessor of all 
tasks in e corresponding to edges that have n as one endpoint. Finally, the 
g task is made predecessor of all tasks in e. We claim that G has a clique 
of size k or more if and only if the constructed instance of the banker’s 
problem is (B + k)-executable. 
rf direction. Before the execution of the g-node one is able, by the 
precedences defined, to complete only v-tasks. Let u be their number. Each 
such task consumes 1 unit of resource and since we need B units to 
complete the g task we cannot complete more than k v-tasks before the 
g-task, so u d k. Since we ask k to be less than I VI there is at least one 
v-task completed after the g-task. But after g there remain at most k units 
of resource which are less than B. 
Therefore in order to execute the first v-node after the g-node we need 
at least B-k units of resource which may come only from the e-tasks. 
Each such task releases N units of resource and as a division of B-k by 
N shows, we need at least k(k - 1)/2 of them. But each e-task, is free to be 
executed only if its predecessors are v-nodes completed before the g-task. 
The corresponding edges of G therefore have their end-nodes in the set of 
tasks completed before the g-task. This means that u tasks before g cannot 
free more than k(k - 1)/2 e-tasks. Therefore u is exactly k; k v-tasks before 
g release k(k - 1)/2 e-tasks. The corresponding nodes must therefore form 
a clique of size k. 
Only $ direction. Choose a clique of size k. Complete, first, the tasks 
corresponding to this clique, complete the g-task, complete the tasks 
corresponding to the edges of the selected clique, and then it is easy to 
complete all the remaining tasks as the above discussion shows. 
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4. THE MANY RESOURCES BANKER'S PROBLEM WITH PRECEDENCES 
One can generalize the banker’s problem to task systems needing many - - 
kinds of resources. Each task is now a pair of vectors (C, B), all of the 
same dimension k. The resource available is also a vector of the same 
dimension, of non-negative components. We redefine for this case all the 
operations defined for the one resource case. We do this with respect to the 
components. Let (c, b), be the task formed from the mth components of - - 
the (C, B) task, and let R, be the number of resource units of the mth kind - - 
of resource. We say that (C, B) is R-executable if for all m, 1 d m < k(c, b), 
is R,-executable. 
We also define the equivalence (...) operation for a sequence of tasks 
Jl 3 ...? j, as that task S for which S, = ((c,, h, ),, . . . . (c,, hk)m ). Given i? 
and (T, -+ ) we ask for a feasible sequence for the tasks in T such that the 
equivalent task is R-executable. We cannot define < now, but no wonder 
because even the 2-resources banker’s problem with no precedences is 
NP-complete (strongly), as the following theorem demonstrates. 
THEOREM 5. The 2-resource banker’s problem with no precedences is 
NP-complete. 
Proof: We will reduce 3-PARTITION (Garey and Johnson, 1979) to 
our problem. Let us be given 3m numbers aj, 1 <j d 3m, and a number B 
such that B/4 < aj < B/2 and we are asked to decide whether we can put the 
aj numbers in m groups so that the sum in each group is exactly B. (By the 
given inequalities, each group will contain exactly three elements). 
We construct the following instance of the 2-resources banker’s problem: 
For each a,, 1 <j< 3m, we form an a-task ((a,, 0), (0, aj)) (the first pair 
applies to resource 1 and the second to recource 2) and we form also 
m B-tasks of the form ((0, B), (B, 0)). The given instance of 3-PARTITION 
can be partitioned as desired if and only if the constructed instance of the 
banker’s problem is (B, 0)-executable. (Meaning that B units of resource 1 
and 0 units of resource 1 and 0 units of resource 2 are initially available.) 
Zf direction. Let us be given a (B, 0) executable sequence. The partition 
is given by the a-tasks which are completed between two B-tasks (or at the 
beginning of the sequence). The sum of the corresponding aj elements is 
exactly B: it is no more; otherwise the first resource would not be enough. 
And it is no less; otherwise the second resource would not be enough for 
the following B-task. 
Only if direction. Given a partition, form a sequence of tasks by taking 
first the tasks that correspond to the elements of the groups and complet- 
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ing a B-task after each group. The order of the groups or inside a group 
is immaterial. 
Despite the above negative result there exists an interesting case of the 
problem which can be solved in polynomial time. Assume that in a given 
instance all the tasks are of the same “sign,” i.e., all positive or all negative. 
This definition is easily extended to the many resources case, if a task either 
consumes or releases resource units of all kinds. In this case the remaining 
number (or vector) of resource units after each task varies monotonically 
and we can take advantage of it and solve the problem for any number of 
resources. For example, if all the tasks are negative we may choose to com- 
plete, first, any task which is simply R-executable. After its completion we 
are left with more resources and so we are safe. We need the following 
analysis for the case of positive tasks: 
Let S = (j,, . . . . j, ) be an optimal sequence, R-executable. Let j, be a 
task with no successors, i.e., one that can be completed last. The length of 
the tasks in T except j, is the same, whatever their order of completion, 
and equal to I( T- {jk }). In order to have j, executable last it must be (by 
Lemma 2) R-L(T- (jk})- executable. The existence of such a task is a 
necessary condition for S to be R-executable because some task will be last. 
But it is also sufficient for the following reason: 
Write S as ((j,, . . . . jik _ 1 ), jk, Qk + 1, . . . . j, ) and call the first task Z and 
the last F. We know by Lemma 2 that Fk is Z? - t(Z) - L( j, )-executable. 
But L(j,) is positive for all components so F is also R-- E(Z)-executable 
and by this the task (Z, F) is R-executable. But by our selection j, is 
R- E( (Z, F))-executable so the task (Z, F, j, ) is finally R-executable also. 
Therefore j, may be completed last in the sequence. 
These suggest the following algorithm for the many resources, arbitrary 
precedences, positive tasks, banker’s problem. 
ALGORITHM 2. 
Step 1. If T has no tasks signal “ok” and stop. 
Step 2. Among tasks with no successors choose a task J, satisfiable with resource R 
minus the sum of the lengths of the remaining tasks. 
Step 3. If such a task does not exist signal “failed” and stop. 
Step 4. If such a task J exists then output J. delete J from (T, + ) and go to Step 1. 
One can implement this algorithm using an efficient union-find algorithm 
and obtain a bound of O(e log n), where n is the number of tasks in T and 
e the number of edges in the graph defined by + . 
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